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The cluster level integration camp or social exhibition, the competitions 

were held in two different venues, sulur and Coimbatore where a group of 49 

students participated along with 5 teachers escorting, Mr.krishan Kant meena , 

Ms. Nikitha with the sulur team and Mr. Bharat khatariya,Mr. Kulwinder and Mrs. 

Malarvizhi with the Coimbatore team. We all travelled together. We started our 

trip on 8.8.19 and the competitions were on 9.8.19. While going everyone were 

provided with lunch and after reaching the venue we had our dinner. 

The next day various competitions were held at different plans. All the 

students did their best and some of them were selected/ won first prize and were 

qualified for the regionals which included, Hindi creative writing, Hindi debate 

(for), Hindi debate (against), creative writing and skit. Further the skit team got 

the first position and went to the regional level then selected for national level. 

We were very well accompanied with all the necessary amenities in the 

school campus. Then the repercussion followed by returning back with 

Coimbatore team. While we are returning everyone were provided with supper. 

All the students did their best and some of them were selected/ won first 

prize and were qualified for the regional which included, Hindi creative writing, 

Hindi debate (for), Hindi debate (against), creative writing and skit. Further the 

skit team got the first position and went to the regional level then selected for 

national level. SKIT team was selected for National. The theme was Chandrayan II. 

There were seven students participated in that SKIT. Mr. Mukesh Kumar and  Mr. 

Pawan Kumar are the mentors for that event. They prepared well and performed 

in National level EBSB was held in Delhi.   

At last it was a wonderful stay over there and the journey was really 

awesome and safe.  

 


